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Temperature-accelerated dynamics for simulation of infrequent events
Mads R. So”rensen and Arthur F. Votera)

Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

~Received 17 February 2000; accepted 18 February 2000!

We present a method for accelerating dynamic simulations of activated processes in solids. By
raising the temperature, but allowing only those events that should occur at the original temperature,
the time scale of a simulation is extended by orders of magnitude compared to ordinary molecular
dynamics, while preserving the correct dynamics at the original temperature. The main assumption
behind the method is harmonic transition state theory. Importantly, the method does not require any
prior knowledge about the transition mechanisms. As an example, the method is applied to a study
of surface diffusion, where concerted processes play a key role. In the example, times of hours are
achieved at a temperature of 150 K. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A long-standing obstacle to the understanding
condensed-phase systems is that many important proce
occur on a time scale that is not easily accessible with c
ventional simulation methods. The standard method for
namic simulations of materials at the atomistic level, m
lecular dynamics~MD!, is generally limited to nanosecond
because of the small time step required for the numer
integration of the equations of motion. However, releva
processes that areactivated, i.e., infrequent events, often take
place on a time scale of microseconds or longer. Exam
include the evolution of the surface morphology during cr
tal or film growth, the diffusion of point defects in solid
and the migration of grain boundaries during plastic stra

For some problems, such as crystal growth, the kin
Monte Carlo method1 has been widely used to simulate ve
long time scales.2 However, kinetic Monte Carlo is limited
by the requirement that a complete catalog of all relev
processes and their rate constants must be specified. To
plify the task, it is often assumed that the atoms occu
perfect lattice positions and that the kinetics can be w
described by a small number of elementary processes.
key problem with this approach is thatin general not all
relevant transition mechanisms are known. The mechanisms
may be complicated processes where several atoms mo
a concerted manner, and such processes are difficult to
by intuition. Moreover, in many cases, the assumption
lattice positions is not appropriate, such as on a reconstru
surface, at a grain boundary, or in an inhomogeneous s
field. The construction of a complete catalog can then
come a nearly impossible task. Thus, there is a strong m
vation for developing new methods that do not rely on a
prior assumptions about the relevant mechanisms.

In this paper we present a novel method, temperatu
accelerated dynamics~TAD!, that can extend the accessib
time scale by orders of magnitude for dynamic simulation
infrequent events in solid-state systems.3 For an infrequent-

a!Electronic mail: afv@lanl.gov
9590021-9606/2000/112(21)/9599/8/$17.00
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event system, the dynamic evolution of the system on a l
time scale can be described as a sequence oftransitionsbe-
tween distinctstates. After each transition, the system equil
brates in a state before making the next transition to ano
state. It is the purpose of TAD to advance the system fr
state to state at an accelerated pace in a way that pres
the transition rates without imposing any restrictions on
transition mechanisms that can occur.

The TAD method is similar in spirit to the previousl
proposed hyperdynamics method4 in that it applies to infre-
quent event dynamics and is based on transition state th
~TST!.5–7 The challenging task in hyperdynamics is the co
struction of a bias potential that modifies the potential ene
surface without affecting the transition state regions. For s
tems with many degrees of freedom, it is nontrivial to co
struct a successful bias potential and the bias potential
require some tuning for a specific system. TAD makes
additional assumption of harmonic TST~HTST! and is thus
more approximate than hyperdynamics, but it should
easier to implement in many cases. Moreover, TAD offer
natural way to reduce the so-calledlow barrier problem—
the problem of the system remaining trapped in a set of st
connected by low barriers. Like hyperdynamics, TAD m
be combined with the parallel replica method8 to achieve an
event higher acceleration on parallel computers.

In the following, the method is derived, its implement
tion is discussed, and its performance is illustrated with
amples. The method’s accuracy is investigated and its ad
tages and limitations are discussed.

II. METHOD

We are interested in systems for which the potential
ergy surface consists of basins separated by barriers tha
high compared to the thermal energy,kBT. The system
spends a long time vibrating in a state before escaping
another state by an infrequent thermal fluctuation. The ra
for transitions between states depend sensitively on the t
perature; when the temperature is raised, all processes
pen more frequently. However, merely raising the tempe
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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ture would be an inappropriate way of accelerating
dynamics, since an increase in temperature changes not
the rate constants but also the ratios of the rate constants
the temperature is rased, the ratio of a high-barrier rate c
stant to a low-barrier rate constant increases. Thus, the k
ics may be very different at different temperatures. The
sence of the TAD method is to raise the temperature
correct for the temperature-induced bias by filtering o
some of the transitions and allowing only those transitio
that should occur at the original temperature.

A. Derivation

The method applies to first-order kinetics, as expec
for an infrequent-event system.8 The waiting time,t, i.e., the
time spend in a state before a particular transition occurs
then exponentially distributed with a probability distributio

f i~ t !dt5kie
2ki t dt, ~1!

whereki is the rate constant for the processi.
We assume that TST applies to the system under st

In TST, one defines a dividing surface in configuration sp
separating the reactant state and product states, and it i
sumed that every time a trajectory crosses the dividing
face, a truly reactive transition has occurred, i.e., succes
crossings are uncorrelated. We further assume that the
constant,ki , at a temperature,T, is given by an Arrhenius
expression

ki5n ie
2bEa,i, ~2!

resulting from the harmonic approximation to TST.9 Here,
Ea,i is the energy barrier~the difference in energy betwee
the saddle point and the minimum!, n i is a temperature-
independent pre-exponential factor~prefactor!, andb equals
1/(kBT), wherekB is the Boltzmann constant.

We introduce a special kind of MD simulation, calle
basin-constrainedMD, where the trajectory is confined to
particular potential energy basin. When the system tries
escape through a dividing surface to another state, it is
flected back into the original state.~As explained below, this
can be implemented without knowing the position of t
dividing surface in advance. The only requirement is t
transitions can be detected.! During a basin-constrained MD
simulation, we record the waiting time for each transiti
pathway, i.e., the time of the first attempted escape along
pathway.

From a basin-constrained MD simulation, a sequence
waiting times$t i% is obtained. As an example, assume tha
simulation for a case with three different escape pathw
gave the sequencet3,t1,t2 , i.e., the first attempted escap
was along pathway 3, then at a later time an escape
attempted along pathway 1, and finally an escape along p
way 2 was attempted.@Obviously, had the simulation bee
an ordinary, unconstrained MD simulation, the system wo
have moved to another state by the first attempted path
~pathway 3 in the example!.# According to our assumptions
each of the waiting times$t i% can be thought of as a statis
tical sample from an exponential distribution@Eq. ~1!#. This
implies that if the transition pathways and rate constants
been known in advance, we could have generated wai
Downloaded 09 Mar 2001 to 128.165.240.237. Redistribution subject 
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times simply by drawing random numbers from these ex
nential distributions. These considerations lead to the follo
ing interpretation, suitable for infrequent events:An ordinary
MD simulation is equivalent to drawing a random waitin
time from the statistical distribution for each transition pat
way and then discarding all times except for the short
time. In the following it is shown that even when the pat
ways and rate constants area priori unknown, one can still
use the idea of generating random waiting times for vario
pathways and accepting the transition with the shortest w
ing time.

The idea is to use an MD simulation at a higher tempe
ture to find transition pathways and simultaneously gene
correctly distributed waiting times at the original temper
ture. To see how this works, consider a process,i, at two
different temperatures,Tlow andThigh(Tlow<Thigh), with cor-
responding rate constants,ki , low andki ,high. Since the waiting
times,t i , low andt i ,high, at the two temperatures are expone
tially distributed, it follows that the productski , lowt i , low and
ki ,hight i ,high have identical distributions.~This can be seen
from the fact that ift has the probability distributionf (t)dt
5k exp(2kt)dt, then the productx5kt is distributed as
f (x)dx5exp(2x)dx, for any value ofk.! In other words, the
exponentially distributed stochastic variablest i , low and t i ,high

are related aski , lowt i , low5ki ,hight i ,high, which can be rewritten
using Eq.~2! as

t i , low5t i ,highe
Ea,i ~b low2bhigh!. ~3!

Equation~3! implies that if the energy barrier,Ea,i , can be
determined, one can simulate the system at a high temp
ture, Thigh, where transitions can be directly observed w
MD, and thenextrapolatethe observed waiting time to ob
tain a waiting time at the original temperature,Tlow . Given
the above assumptions, the distribution from which the
waiting times are generated is identical to the distribution
waiting times in a direct simulation atTlow .

Now we have the ingredients for the TAD metho
which works as follows: The system starts out in some st
A basin-constrained MD simulation is carried out at a hi
temperature and whenever a process is attempted for the
time, the energy barrier is determined and the hig
temperature waiting time is extrapolated to the low tempe
ture, which is the temperature of interest. After some tim
the high-temperature MD simulation is terminated, the tra
sition with the shortest extrapolated waiting time is accept
and the system is moved to the state that this transition
to. ~A criterion for stopping the high-temperature MD sim
lation and accepting a transition will be derived below.! The
whole procedure is repeated in the new state, and in this
the system is moved from state to state.

The method is illustrated pictorially in Fig. 1. The figur
is similar to an Arrhenius plot; however, the ordinate is t
inverse of an actual escape time observed in a simulat
and not the inverse of an average escape time~i.e., a rate
constant!. There is a vertical time line for each of the tem
peraturesThigh andTlow , where the points move downward
as time progresses. The extrapolation fromThigh to Tlow cor-
responds to a straight line with slope2Ea,i . It is important
to realize that the extrapolation lines may cross, so that
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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order of the escape times differs at the two temperatures.
therefore essential to continue the MD simulation atThigh

until one can be confident that the shortest waiting time
Tlow has been found, as we discuss next.

We assume there is a lower bound,nmin , on the prefac-
tors in the system. This is a good approximation for ma
problems of practical interest, e.g., surface diffusion pref
tors tend to be around 1012– 1013s21. With this assumption,
we can in a quantifiable way choose the MD simulation tim
thigh,stop, so that there is only a low probability that if the MD
simulation had been continued further, a new tra
sition could occur with an extrapolated escape time sho
thant low,short. The argument is the following: It follows from
Fig. 1 that if a transition that occurs later thanthigh,stop is to
have an extrapolated escape time shorter thant low,short, the
transition must have an energy barrier lower thanEx

5 ln(tlow,short/thigh,stop)/(b low2bhigh). Transitions with energy
barriers higher thanEx extrapolate to times longer tha
t low,short and are not a concern—we need only consider
ergy barriers lower thanEx . Also, we are only concerne
with prefactors higher thannmin , since we have assumed th
processes with lower prefactors do not exist. We now req
that a transition with energy barrierEx and prefactornmin has
a low probability,d, of occurring for the first time at a time
later thanthigh,stop. ~If the prefactor is higher thannmin or the
energy barrier is lower thanEx , the transition is even more
unlikely to occur for the first time afterthigh,stop.! By inte-
grating Eq.~1! and using Eq.~2! and the expression forEx ,
it can be shown that the required MD simulation tim
thigh,stop, can be written as

thigh,stop5
ln~1/d!

nmin
S nmint low,short

ln~1/d! D bhigh /blow

. ~4!

If, for instance,d50.001, thigh,stop indicates the simulation
time required to be 99.9% confident that continuing t
simulation would not give any new transition with an e
trapolated escape time shorter thant low,short. As seen from
Eq. ~4!, nmin andd could be replaced by a single paramet

FIG. 1. Pictorial representation of the TAD method. Time moves down
vertical time lines shown. Each attempted transition at the high tempera
is extrapolated to the low temperature along a line with a slope given by
negative of the activation energy. The stop line~dashed! connects the points
(0,ln@nmin /ln(1/d)#) and @b low ,ln(1/t low,short)#, wheret low,short is the current,
shortest low-temperature escape time. The MD simulation can be sto
when the high-temperature time reaches the intersection with the stop
The transition corresponding tot low,short is accepted and the clock is ad
vanced byt low,short.
Downloaded 09 Mar 2001 to 128.165.240.237. Redistribution subject 
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but we find it more transparent to keep both. Figure 1 illu
trates howthigh,stopcan be found by a simple graphical co
struction.

The effect of stopping the MD simulation after a rel
tively short time is that high-barrier transitions tend to
accepted too frequently compared to low-barrier transitio
The parametersnmin and d are chosen to ensure that an i
correct transition is accepted only rarely. For example, if
valuenmin is chosen too high, it increases the uncertainty t
the correct transition is accepted. The extreme case is w
nmin is so high that the first attempted high-temperature tr
sition is always accepted. An excessively low value ofnmin

will give a very small error, but there is a price to be paid
terms of efficiency, since more computational work is r
quired for each accepted transition.

We stress that the method does not require knowledg
the prefactor for any process; the only assumption regard
the prefactor is that there is a lower bound,nmin . This is
advantageous for larger systems since an explicit calcula
of the prefactor within HTST9 would require computationa
work that scales asN3, whereN is the number of moving
atoms.

To summarize the approximations, we assume that
system obeys HTST, exhibits first-order kinetics, and tha
minimum value,nmin , for the prefactors exists. The use
specifiesnmin and a parameter,d, the level of uncertainty tha
each accepted transition is correct. In comparison with TA
the hyperdynamics method4 assumes only TST, but require
that a valid bias potential be constructed.

B. Implementation

As discussed, the behavior of the system at a temp
ture,Tlow , is studied by carrying out an MD simulation at
higher temperature,Thigh. During the MD simulation, we
check at regular intervals whether the system has mad
transition from the current state,A, to another state. For th
systems we have studied, this can be accomplished by
lowing steepest descent or conjugate gradient steps tow
the nearest local potential energy minimum~see Fig. 2!. If
the minimization leads to the original minimum~so that ev-
ery atom is within a short distance from its position at t
minimum!, the system is considered to be in the same st
If, on the other hand, an atom is significantly displaced fro
its position at the minimum inA when the minimization is
well converged, it is concluded that a transition to anoth
state has occurred. It is conceivable that for other syste
there may be more efficient ways to detect transitions. In
applications presented below, we checked for transitions
ery 2 ps and if a transition had occurred in a 2 psinterval, the
time of the escape was determined to within 0.1 ps by m
mizing intermediate MD configurations that were previous
stored. When a transition has occurred, the saddle point
the transition is found in a manner discussed below, the
ergy barrier,Ea,i , is calculated, and the escape time,t i ,high,
is extrapolated tot i , low using Eq.~3!. The MD simulation is
now resumedin state Aby continuing the trajectory from a
point just before the crossing of the dividing surface, b
with the velocities reversed for all atoms~Fig. 2!. The MD
simulation employs a Langevin thermostat,10 which provides
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canonical sampling at the desired temperature and inj
noise in the trajectory. This noise ensures that the tim
reversed trajectory does not simply retrace its path ba
wards. The MD simulation is stopped when the MD time h
reached the timethigh,stop, which is determined by the curren
shortest extrapolated escape time,t low,short @Eq. ~4!#. Then,
the TAD clock atTlow is advanced byt low,short, and the sys-
tem is moved to the state corresponding to the accepted
sition.

A key requirement of the method is that the saddle po
that corresponds to a given crossing of a dividing surface
an MD simulation must be found. We have experimen
with different techniques and found that the following pr
cedure works well for the cases we have studied. A d
cretized transition path is constructed as a chain of appr
mately equally spaced configurations that connects
potential energy minima for the initial and final states v
two configurations from the MD trajectory on each side
the dividing surface~Fig. 2!. Linear interpolation is used to
insert configurations in the chain. This transition path is th
optimized to a minimum energy path using the nudged e
tic band method.11 The saddle point is the highest ener
point on the minimum energy path.

III. SIMPLE EXAMPLES

A. A single process

To demonstrate the acceleration that can be obta
with the TAD method, we have applied the method to t
diffusion of an adatom on a Ag~100! surface, as modeled b
an embedded atom method~EAM! potential.12 To keep the
example simple, the tendency for the adatom to migrate

FIG. 2. Illustration of the implementation of the TAD method. A two
dimensional potential energy surface is indicated by the thin contour li
The thin dashed line labeled DS marks the dividing surface separati
stateA from a neighboring stateB. The thick line shows an MD trajectory
starting in stateA. The crossing of the dividing surface that takes pla
between the two trajectory pointsX1 andX2 is detected using local energ
minimization. A steepest descent minimization initiated atX1 leads towards
the potential energy minimumXA , whereas a minimization fromX2 goes to
XB . To search for the saddle point, a discretized path is constructed
chain of configurations connecting the pointsXA , X1 , X2 , andXB ~shown
as the black dots connected by a thin line!. The path is then optimized to a
minimum energy path using the nudged elastic band method. The orig
MD trajectory continued into stateB via point X2 ~dashed line,TMD). To
impose the basin constraint, the MD simulation is continued fromX1 , but
with all velocities reversed (TBC). The trajectory does not retrace its prev
ous path since a Langevin thermostat injects noise into the trajectory.
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an exchange mechanism was suppressed by allowing
the adatom and the top two surface layers to move~51 mov-
ing atoms!, while two deeper layers were held fixed. Th
energy barrier for adatom hop on the surface was 0.524
and the prefactor within HTST was found to be 4.831012

s21 using a Vineyard analysis.9 For these test simulations, w
set d50.001 and used our knowledge of the prefactor
choosenmin5231012s21. We used an elevated temperatu
of Thigh5800 K for the MD simulation, which was carrie
out using a Langevin algorithm10 with a friction coefficient
of 1.031012s21 and a time step of 5.0310215 s.

In Fig. 3~a! is shown the time atTlow5300 K as a func-
tion of the time spent in the high-temperature MD simu
tion. The slope of the line in Fig. 3~a! indicates araw boost
factor of around 2.53104. Including a computational over
head of around 27% due to detection of transitions a
searches for saddle point, thecomputational boost factoris
2.03104 ~defined as the simulated time atTlow divided by
the time that would have been simulated by direct MD w
the same amount of computational work!. The boost in-
creases dramatically whenTlow is reduced, as shown in Fig
3~b!; the boost climbs exponentially as a function of 1/Tlow .

B. Two competing processes

When there are several processes with various ene
barriers, the kinetics may be very different at different te
peratures. We have studied a simple example with two co
peting processes to check that the TAD method gives
correct statistics of the low-temperature transitions, i.e., t

s.
a

a

al

FIG. 3. Results from TAD simulations of an adatom hopping on a Ag~100!
surface. Simulation parameters:Thigh5800 K, nmin5231012 s21, and d
50.001.~a! Simulated time atTlow5300 K as a function of the MD simu-
lation time atThigh . A total of 398 adatom hops was recorded during a tim
of 12.2 ms atTlow . ~b! Boost factor as a function of the reciprocal ofTlow .
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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the various transitions are accepted in the right proportio
To construct a simple example, we strained the system f
the pervious example in the surface plane by21.5% in one
close-packed direction and11.5% in the other, creating two
inequivalent hop directions,x andy. The energy barriers fo
hop in thex and y directions were 0.498 and 0.548 eV, r
spectively, and the prefactors within HTST were 4.831012

s21 and 4.931012s21. We studied adatom diffusion atTlow

5300 K using the same values forThigh, d, andnmin as in
the previous example.

In the TAD simulation, a time of 1.7831022 s was ac-
cumulated at the low temperature. During this time, 9
x-hops and 128y-hops were accepted. This gives low
temperature rate constants of 2.583104 s21 and 3.603103

s21, taking into account two equivalent hop directions~for-
ward and backward! for each kind of hop. For comparison
the high-temperature rate constants determined from co
ing attempted transitions in the basin-constrained MD sim
lation are 4.353109 s21 and 2.033109 s21. These high-
temperature rate constants should extrapolate to the
temperature aski , low5ki ,highexp(2Ea(blow2bhigh)). The rate
constants obtained by this extrapolation are 2.563104 s21

and 3.563103 s21. The fact that these extrapolated rate co
stants agree within error bars with the rate constants of
accepted transitions confirms that transitions are acce
correctly at the low temperature. The simulation also de
onstrates that the kinetic behavior obtained with the TA
method at the low temperature is significantly different fro
the results that would have been obtained if we had sim
carried out ordinary MD at the high temperature: The ratio
the two hopping rate constants,kx /ky , is 7.2 atTlow , as
opposed to 2.1 atThigh.

C. Anharmonic effects

The accuracy of TAD depends on the accuracy of HT
at the high temperature used in the MD simulation. To t
the accuracy for realistic applications, we have compa
rate constants determined from MD simulations at tempe
tures of 500–1000 K to rate constants predicted from HT
for various atomic mechanisms in metals.

As the first example, we investigate adatom hopping a
exchange processes on the Ag~100! surface. In this case, th
atoms in the top three substrate layers were allowed to m
to reduce the energy barrier for the exchange mechanism
compared to the previous examples. The energy barriers
hop and exchange were 0.542 and 0.555 eV and the pre
tors within HTST were 4.931012s21 and 4.531012s21, re-
spectively.

The results are shown in Fig. 4. As the temperature
reduced, the MD rate constant approaches the HTST pre
tion. ~It was not feasible to calculate the MD rate constan
temperatures below 500 K because of the long time betw
transitions.! At higher temperatures, the discrepancy betwe
the MD and TST rate constant increases, as expected
anharmonic effects. The error in the harmonic approximat
is larger for the exchange than for the hop mechanism.
1000 K, the HTST rate constant is accurate within 60%,
for the exchange, the HTST rate constant is off by a fac
of 4.
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We have carried out similar tests for other diffusion pr
cesses at surfaces and in the bulk of metals using EAM
tentials. Examples include surface vacancy hop on Ag~100!
and Ni~100!, glide of a hexagonal 7-atom cluster on Ag~111!
and Cu~111!, and bulk vacancy hop in Ag and Cu. For the
examples we find that the MD rate constants at suitable t
peratures~700–1000 K! are within a factor of 2 of the HTST
rate constants. For previous investigations of the effect
anharmonicity on bulk vacancy hopping rates, see Ref. 1

We think that this level of accuracy is sufficient for th
method to be useful, since at 300 K, a factor of 4 in the r
constant only corresponds to a change in the energy ba
of around 35 meV, so for many practical purposes, errors
to anharmonic effects will be smaller than errors due to
approximate interatomic potential.

We note that ifThigh is not too much higher thanTlow ,
the anharmonicity error is less severe, since anharmonic
fects are expected to be similar at the two temperatures
other words, the rate constant observed in this kind of a T
simulation could be more accurate than the HTST predicti
Thus, by raising the temperature moderately TAD may of
an appreciable boost with almost no sacrifice of accurac

Thermal expansion is a special kind of anharmonic
fect that can give rise to non-Arrhenius behavior, especia
for systems with periodic boundary conditions or fixe
boundaries. It is not clear if there exists a generally reme
that will work well in all cases. A tractable improvement
some cases may be to allow the system~i.e., the simulation
supercell! to expand during high-temperature MD and co
tract during energy minimization and saddle-point search

FIG. 4. Anharmonic effects for adatom hop and exchange mechanisms
Ag~100! surface.~a! Arrhenius plot of the rate constant calculated by dire
MD simulation ~symbols! and the rate constant predicted from HTS
~lines!. For clarity the rate constant for the exchange mechanism is m
plied by a factor of 100.~b! Ratio of the MD rate constant to the HTST rat
constant as a function of temperature.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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Along similar lines, we note that the transition rate co
stants will be strongly non-Arrhenius if the system und
goes a second-order phase transition as the temperatu
raised. In terms of the rate constants, this can be though
as an anharmonic effect that makes the method less accu

IV. THE LOW-BARRIER PROBLEM

We have extended the method to address a situation
often arises for more complicated and realistic systems.
problem shows up when the system reaches a set of s
that are connected by pathways with energy barriers that
low compared to energy barriers for pathways leading ou
this subset of states. At low temperatures, in particular,
system will make very many transitions among these st
before moving on to other states. Since every transition
quires some amount of MD work, these repeated low-bar
transitions can dramatically slow the overall progress of
simulation.

A. Extension of method

In the extended method, we keep a cumulative hist
of every attempted transition out of every state and k
track of the total time spent in each state. When a par
ular pathway has been attempted a sufficient number of ti
(Nattempts), the high-temperature rate constant for this p
cess can be estimated fairly accurately as the number o
currences of the process divided by the total time spen
this state. Within the TAD approximations, the low
temperature rate constant can then be obtained by extr
lating the high-temperature rate constant aski , low

5ki ,highexp(2Ea(blow2bhigh)). Hereafter, the process is a
signed to a specialsyntheticclass. There is no need for usin
MD to generate waiting times for the synthetic process
since random waiting times for these processes can be
ply drawn from exponential distributions@Eq. ~1!# using the
estimated rate constants. We can use this to further accel
the state-to-state evolution. First, during a high-temperat
basin-constrained MD simulation, attempted escapes a
pathways in the synthetic class are excluded from the ti
extrapolation scheme, so that a valid, low-temperature w
ing time for a slower, nonsynthetic transition can be fou
Second, the time gap until the nonsynthetic transition is
occur can then be filled up by drawing random waiting tim
for the synthetic transitions from the proper exponential d
tributions. We now have a list of all the escapes that sh
occur from this state for some time into the future. When
state is revisited, the next transition in the list can be cho
without the need for any MD simulation. Only when the li
has been used up and the nonsynthetic transition has
accepted is a new MD simulation required.

B. Simple example

We now demonstrate the gain in computational bo
that can be obtained using the procedure for reducing
low-barrier problem. For this purpose we have simulated
diffusive motion of a three-atom island~trimer! on a Ag~100!
surface. A system was created by adding two extra atom
the system studied in Sec. III A. The lowest-energy state
Downloaded 09 Mar 2001 to 128.165.240.237. Redistribution subject 
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triangular trimer on the Ag~100! surface~see insert in Fig. 5!.
There is a low-energy barrier of 0.217 eV for each of the t
weakly bound trimer atoms to hop to an equivalent site.
repeated occurrences of these hops, the island can sw
between four equivalent configurations that essentially di
by a 90° rotation. Processes that allow the trimer to diffu
on the surface have significantly higher energy barriers,
lowest being 0.570 eV. A TAD simulation was carried out
Tlow5300 K with nmin5231012s21, d50.01, andNattempts

510. The temperatureThigh was adjusted automatically fo
each state to achieve a value on the order of 6 for the rati
the lowest energy barrier tokBThigh ~excluding synthetic pro-
cesses!. This was accomplished in anad hocmanner by ini-
tially choosing a high temperature~1100 K in this case!. If
an energy barrier,Ea,i was found to be lower than 4kBThigh,
the temperature was reduced toEa,i /(6kB). ~Of course,Thigh

was not allowed to be lower thanTlow .! On the other hand, if
the high-temperature basin-constrained MD simulation c
tinued for too long without acceptance of a transition, t
temperature was raised by 50%.

In Fig. 5, the time atTlow is shown as a function of the
time that would have been accumulated in an ordinary M
simulation with the amount of computational work used
the TAD simulation~including detection of transitions an
saddle-point searches!. The time evolved in a highly nonuni
form manner. Initially, the low-barrier processes had not
been identified and the simulation was in the standard mo
The computational boost factor was low~around 5! because
the low-barrier transitions would occur so frequently atTlow

that there was little to be gained by raisingThigh. Later, the

FIG. 5. Results from a TAD simulation of the diffusion of a trimer on
Ag~100! surface at Tlow5300 K. Simulation parameters:nmin52
31012 s21, d50.01, andNattempts510. In ~a! and ~b! the simulated time at
Tlow versus the computational work, indicated by the equivalent MD time
shown on two different scales. Insert in~a! shows the lowest energy trime
configuration and some atomic processes.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html
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low-barrier processes were put in the special synthetic m
and after some additional MD simulation time, withThigh

increased to 1100 K, a waiting time for a high-barrier tra
sition could be found for each of the four equivalent trim
configurations. After this point, the time leaped forward w
very little computational work since roughly a million syn
thetic transitions could be accepted without the need for
MD simulation~it only required generating random numbe
and updating a few variables!. In Fig. 5 this stage appears a
a nearly vertical line segment indicating a rapid increasing
time. Eventually, one of the high-barrier transitions was
cepted, and the trimer briefly changed shape and moved
new site on the surface. The first move was completed a
0.94 ms and by then the computational boost, averaged
the simulation, had increased by four orders of magnitu
Hereafter, the above procedure repeated itself.

V. APPLICATION: FILM RIPENING ON CU „111…

As a more complex demonstration, we have applied
TAD method to simulate the evolution of 1/4 monolayer
Cu atoms on a Cu~111! surface at 150 K. Initially, 14 ada
toms were deposited randomly on a Cu~111! slab of size 7
34A3 with the three top layers free to move~182 moving
atoms! while two deeper layers were held fixed. The inte
atomic interactions were modeled by an EAM potential.8 The
following TAD parameters were used:nmin5531011s21, d
50.01, andNattempts510. The temperatureThigh was adjusted
automatically as in the example in Sec. IV B. The evoluti
of the 1/4 monolayer in the simulation is shown in Fig. 6

At 150 K the motion of single adatoms and dimers
the Cu~111! surface is fast enough to be simulated with o

FIG. 6. Selected snapshots illustrating the structure of 1/4 monolayer o
on Cu~111! at different times during a TAD simulation at 150 K. The fram
indicates the size of the simulation cell. Between pictures 5 and 6, two d
shears have taken place~shown by arrows!. Between pictures 6 and 7, th
upper island has glided twice.
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dinary MD. After 38 ps, the atoms have formed two islan
on the surface, containing 6 and 8 atoms. At this point, no
ing further happens on a ns time scale, and the TAD met
takes over. The 6-atom island diffuses on ams time scale by
a glide mechanism,14 i.e., a process where all atoms in th
island move simultaneously, and att50.67 ms it reaches the
8-atom island, where it picks off an atom, leaving a hexa
nal 7-atom island. The other 7-atom island transforms int
hexagonal shape via two dimer shears.15 The hexagonal is-
lands glide on a ms time scale, and att50.12 s they coalesce
to form one island which is stable on a time scale of secon
On a longer time scale, corner atoms break loose and dif
along the edge. By this edge running mechanism,1 the island
reaches a compact island shape att517 min, which remains
stable for hours.

In this simulation there is a progression towards incre
ing energy barriers as the system evolves towards m
stable clusters, giving an increasing boost. The increas
energy barriers allowThigh to be raised from an initial value
of 150 K to a maximum of 1000 K. When the TAD simula
tion has reached 17 min, the computational boost, avera
over the simulation, is 2.43109; an ordinary MD simulation
with the same computational work would have reached o
0.41 ms. In the TAD simulation a total of 2793 transition
occurred and 48 different states were visited; the vast ma
ity of the transitions occurred in the special synthetic mo
As indicated above, the boost in TAD depends strongly
temperature. In the specific case, a simulation at 300 K, s
ing from the same configuration as above, showed the
mation of a compact 14-atom cluster after only 50ms, giving
an average computational boost of 260.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a method for dynamic simulations
activated processes that can extend the simulation time
orders of magnitude compared to ordinary MD. There
several appealing features of the method:~1! It is relatively
simple to implement,~2! it uses first derivatives only, and~3!
the detailed information about available pathways and
ergy barriers, obtained automatically during the simulati
is extremely useful.

The shortcomings of the method appear for syste
where the assumptions underlying the method do not stri
apply. For instance, transitions that do not obey TST, suc
a double jump of an adatom, composed of two single jum
in rapid succession, are beyond the scope of the met
Also, the method will not be accurate for systems with stro
anharmonic effects. There may also be problems for syst
where the saddle point corresponding to a reactive trajec
cannot be uniquely determined.

We also point out that the idea of a basin-constrain
MD simulation combined with saddle searches provides
automated procedure for finding all possible transition pa
ways with reasonably low energy barriers. By assuming
lower bound on the prefactors, one can estimate the co
dence that one has found any process that has an en
barrier lower than some value.

In conclusion, we think that the examples presented
this paper show that the method looks promising for so
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state systems where transitions can be easily detected
anharmonic effects play a minor role.
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